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Definition of control, structure and strategy 
 

I The notion of control in management literature 

 

a) Numerous terms for one concept 

     Robert J. Mockler's definition of control points out the essential elements of the control 

process:  

    ―Management control is a systematic effort to set performance standards with planning 

objectives (…)and to take any action required to assure that all corporate resources are being 

used in the most effective and efficient way possible. ― 

      This concept can be found in business literature under many technical words.For instance, 

Chenhall (2003) mentioned that the terms management accounting (MA), management 

accounting systems (MAS), management control systems (MCS), and organizational 

controls (OC) are sometimes used interchangeably.        

 

 

Figure 1: 

fields of 

management 

control 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the definition of control is large, it is sometimes necessary to do some conceptual 

distinctions. 
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b) A  temporal definition of control 

    Some  papers can use the relevant temporal disctinction  of control.   Managers can 

implement control systems before an activity starts (feedforward control ), while the activity 

is going on (concurrent control) , or after the activity has been completed (feedback control) .  

• feedforward: hiring selection (psychotechnical and job skills tests, interviews,cover 

letters, case studies…) 

• concurrent: permanent social pressure in a team work, devices measuring whether the 

items being produced meet quality standards,rules,clocking in, videotaping,phone or 

PC surveillance …  

•  feedback: annual feedback interviews, customer’s ,manager’s or teacher’s marking 

… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 :temporal definition of control 

 

 

 

 

c) A strategic definition of control 

     Another useful classifiction of control systems is the strategic control distinction. The 

terms can be different according to the papers but the  concepts are the same. 

 

• Bureaucratic Control or Formal Control :  mechanisms , most of the time 

quantitative and objective, which  influence employee behavior such as the use of 

rules, the hierarchy of authority or the reward system.   

• Clan control or Informal Control :social and subjective pressures which can 

influence employee behavior such as values, beliefs or corporate culture. 

Organizations using  clan control require trust among their employees. 
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d) Sources of resistance to control 

Control by the principal is not always accepted by the agents. The origins of this resistance 

are mainly: 

• Over control:  

When organizations try to control too many things, employees may feel over 

controlled if the controls directly affect their behavior. When employees think that 

attempts to limit their behavior are unreasonable, trouble can occur. 

• Inappropriate focus:  

If the control system is too narrow or focuses too much on quantifiable variables, 

leaving no room for analysis or interpretation, it may be judged as having an 

inappropriate focus. When this happens, employees resist the intent of the control 

system by focusing their efforts only at the performance indicators being used. 

• Rewards for inefficiency:  

If control systems knowingly or unknowingly reward inefficient activity, 

employees likely will resist by behaving in ways that run counter to the 

organization's intent. 

• Too much accountability:  

Effective control lets managers determine whether employees are doing their jobs. 

People who do not want to be answerable for their mistakes or who do not want to 

work as hard as their boss might like them to work are likely to resist control. 

 

 

II The notion of structure in management literature 

 

   The historically most significant author on the organizational forms is Professor Henry 

Mintzberg. He is especially famous for his classification of organizations in five 

configurations (1983 Structure in fives: Designing Effective Organizations). The main ones 

are  : 

 

a) The simple configuration 

 

    This common configuration can be found in start-ups or craftman workshops. The main 

characteristics are : 

• direct supervision and control by the manager 

• the strategic apex has the key position 

• Vertical and horizontal centralisation. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Structure_in_fives&action=edit&redlink=1
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                                                       Figure 3: simple structure , Mintzberg 

 

 

 

 

b) The bureaucratic configuration 

 

This configuration can be found in manufacturing factories most of time . The main 

characteristics are : 

• standardisation of working processes.  

• Techno-structure ( that is to say the control organ of the organization )  has 

the key position.  

• Limited horizontal decentralisation. 

• Strong hierarchy 

 

 

 

               

Figure 4:bureaucratic structure , Mintzberg 
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c) The divisional configuration 

 

     This more and more widespread configuration can be found in high tech manufacturing 

factories or service firms .It enables to create work teams whose structures tends to be 

bureaucratic.  The main characteristics are : 

 

• standardisation of output.  

• Key role for the middle line.  

• Limited vertical decentralisation 

• Several sources of control : external through the technostructure or internal in 

the work team or department  

 

 

 

Figure 5:divisional structure,Mintzberg 

 

 

 

     Is it possible to deepen such a classification with the notion of  output, 

delegated,professional  or patriarchal structures. 

 

 III The notion of strategy in management literature 

 

      Business strategy is the foundation of successful business. But there are, of course, 

different types of business strategy. The best strategies must steer a course between the 

inevitable internal pressure for business continuity (conservative strategy)  and the demands 

of a rapidly changing world for revolutionary business strategies (entrepreunarial or 

differentiation strategy ). Here are described some of the most common strategies.: 
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a) The conservative or defensive strategy  

The organisation prefers continuity and is reluctant to changes. 

 

b) The differentitation or segmentation strategy 

The organisation aims to develop and market unique products for different customer 

segments. It is usually employed where a firm has clear competitive advantages, and can 

sustain an expensive advertising campaign 

 

c)  The entrepreunarial strategy 

Entrepreneurship has become a major focus of business research so that the definition has 

expanded considerably in the past two decades. As a consequence, the entrepreunarial 

strategy  can be chosen by any organizations of all sizes--new and independent firms as 

well as ongoing enterprises within well-established organizations. 

 

 

IV  Other useful management concepts  

 

More organic 

 

+Clan controls (Govindarajan & Fisher, 1990; Ouchi, 1980), see above (c) A strategic 

definition of control) 

Social controls (Merchant, 1985b, self and group controls), (Rockness & Shields, 1984; input 

controls—social controls 

and budgets). 

Personnel controls (Merchant, 1985b, selection, training, culture, group rewards, resources), 

(Abernethy & Brownell, 1997, 

socialization and training) 

Sophisticated integrative mechanisms (Abernethy & Lillis, 1995; task forces, meetings, 

etc.) 

Prospect controls (Macintosh, 1994; focus on plans and the future, infrequent and general 

reporting) 

*MCS that provide broad scope information, flexible aggregations and integrative 

information, and information provided in a timely way (Chenhall & Morris, 1986) 

Static/flexible budgets (Brownell & Merchant, 1990; flexibility of budgets to volume 

changes) 

Participative budgets (Shields & Shields, 1988; involvement of subordinates in setting 

budgets) 

Low reliance on accounting controls (Brownell, 1982, 1987; Hirst, 1981; use of more profit 

oriented controls or non-accounting) 

Budget slack (Dunk, 1993; Merchant, 1985a; excess resources over that needed to complete 

tasks efficiently) 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/aim.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/develop.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/market.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/product.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/customer.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/segment.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/employed.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/competitive-advantage.html
http://www.investorwords.com/7142/expensive.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/advertising-campaign.html
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Competitor-focused accounting (Guilding, 1999; competitor cost assessment, position 

monitoring and appraisal, strategic 

costing and pricing) 

*Strategic interactive controls (Simons, 1995; use of performance evaluation for strategic 

planning ):feedback,concurrent and feedforward control, see above (c) A strategic definition 

of control) 

Product development information (Davila, 2000; levels of detail, frequency of updating and 

pattern of usage for information 

related to product cost and design, time related, customer related, resource inputs, 

profitability) 

*Contingency theory: impact of some variables on the kind of monitoring management,see 

below  I The contingency theory  

 

 

More mechanistic and most of the time focused in the control of non human resources 

 

Budget constrained performance evaluation style (Hopwood, 1972; high emphasis on cost 

budgets) 

Budget control (Rockness & Shields, 1984) 

High reliance on accounting controls (Brownell, 1982,1987; Hirst, 1981; accounting for 

performance evaluation) 

High budget use (Bruns & Waterhouse, 1975; Merchant, 1981; importance, involvement, 

time spent on budgets) 

Narrow scope (Chenhall & Morris, 1986; financial, internal, historic) 

Sophisticated capital budgeting (Haka, 1987; Larcker, 1981; DCF, etc.) 

Sophisticated controls (Khandwalla, 1972; standard costing, incremental costing, statistical 

quality control, inventory control) 

Operating procedures, budgets and statistical reports (Macintosh & Daft, 1987). 

Administrative use of budgets (Hopwood, 1972; Merchant, 1981; importance of meeting 

budget, formality of communications, 

systems sophistication and participation) 

Inter personnel controls (Bruns & Waterhouse, 1975; lack of formal controls but 

centralization, lack of autonomy, pressure 

inducing actions by superiors) 

Output and results controls (Macintosh, 1994; Merchant, 1985b; outcomes or effectiveness) 

Behavior controls (Merchant, 1985a; Ouchi, 1979; Rockness & Shields, 1984; 

standardization, rules, formalization) 

*Patriarchal control (Whitley, 1999; personal and informal, centralized control from the 

top),see below b) Main results 

Action controls (Merchant, 1985b); process controls (manufacturing performance measures), 

(Chenhall, 1997; direct measures 

of production processes) 

Diagnostic controls (Simons, 1995; use of control to provide feedback on operations) 

 

The concepts with * are described and used in this document 
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Quick overview of the current research in 

management literature about management control 

systems and human resources   

 
I The contingency theory  

 

      The contingency theorry is used by lots of management papers. This theory tries to 

explain and predict the conditions under which particular MCS will be foundor where they 

will be associated with enhanced performance Most of these papers are firm investigations 

questionning the relationship between some contextual variables (size, technology, 

strategy…) and control management.  Their method and results are described below 

.Nevertheless, the relevancy of the contingency theory is put into question in some papers 

(see II Critical evaluation of the contingency theory ) 

 

a)  Six canonic variables 

Six variables are often used to study organizations :  

• External environment : is there a huge competition ? Is the sector in crisis ? Is 

the economical context good ? 

• size 

•  structure (see preliminar definition), 

•  Technology : how complex is the task to do ? 

• Strategy (see preliminar definition) 

• Culture  

 

Other variables such as performance, outcomes or qualification of employees are more 

controversial( Chenhall (2003)) 
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b) Main results (see excel paper results of empirical investigations) 

 

    Here are some results of recent investigations about the relationships between some 

particular variables and the chosen control management. In a second table, the previous 

results are summed up into two main types of firm 

 

 

value  type of control description of control authors 

large bureaucratic 

participation in budgets and 
sophisticated 
controls.  Merchant (1981)  

small clan and bureaucratic     

divisional or bureaucratic bureaucratic    Merchant (1981)  

team working clan and bureaucratic 

 associated with high task 
complexity and that team 
performance was associated 
with use of comprehensive 
performance 
measures (financial and non-
financial), formulated 
participatively and used for 
compensation. 

Scott and Tiessen 
(1999)  

Organic organizational structures feedback     

high complexity clan, no concurrent 

 high levels  of  open  
communication  within  the  
work force    and    systems    
to    manage    the    
interdependencies,low 
budgetary controls   Khandwalla,1977 

high interdependence 
clan,feedback and  
concurrent 

 few budgets,  operating  
procedures  and  statistical 
reports   

high uncertainty clan, few feedback     

conservatism & defender bureaucratic 

 associated with formal, 
traditional MCS 
focused on cost control, 
specific operating goals 
and  budgets  and  rigid  
budget  controls 

Govindarajan   &   
Gupta,   1985, Van  
der  Stede  (2000)  

differentiation feedback 

 associated  with  broad 
scope MCS for planning 
purposes, and custo- 
mization  strategies  are  
associated  with  aggre- 
gated,    integrated    and    
timely    MCS    for 
operational decisions.   

entrepreunarial bureaucratic and clan     

defender 
bureaucratic and 
concurrent 

    formal    performance 
measurement systems 
including objective bud- 
get  performance  targets   
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high uncertainty clan 

more 
subjective  evaluation  style, 
interaction between 
managers and emplyees,  
non-accounting 
style of performance 
evaluation ,  more  open,  
externally 
focused,  nonfinancial  styles  
of  MCS 

(Govindarajan,  
1984; 
Moores & Sharma, 
1998) 

high hostility 
bureaucratic,concurrent 
and feedback 

 a  strong  emphasis  on  
meeting 
budgets sophisticated 
accounting,   production   and   
statistical   control,preference 
for written instructions and 
guidelines (Khandwalla, 1972). 

asian, case of Singapore, 
taiwan,Japan,indonesia,maleysia bureaucratic and clan    

Harrison  (1992), 
Mer- 
chant, Chow, and 
Wu (1995)  
Snodgrass and 
Grant (1986) , Boje 
and Stage (1992)  

western,case of Australia,US bureaucratic     

Central Europe bureaucratic   

Firms, institutions 
and management 
control: the 
comparative 
analysis of 
coordination and 
control systems 
R. Whitley 

 

Figure 6: some contingency-based findings about MCS and HR 
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type 1 type 2 

variables/control bureaucratic clan 

size large 
small or large with team 
working 

structure 
divisional or 
bureaucratic simple or divisional 

technology low complexity high complexity 

  low interdependence high interdependence 

  low uncertainty high uncertainty 

strategy 

conservatism & 
defender, 
entrepreunarial entrepreunarial,differentiation 

external 
environment high hostility high uncertainty 

culture 
asian, western, central 
europe asian,western 

 

 

  Figure 7:two main kinds of firm according to contingency-based findings 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: example of another MCS/HR classificaion 

 

  Bureaucratic Output Delegated Patriarchal 

Extent of reliance on formal rules and 
procedures High High Mixed Low 

Extent of control over how economic activities 
are to be carried out High Low Low High 

Involvement and in¯uence of subordinates in 
control system Low Limited Medium Low 

Scope of control system Limited Low High Considerable 
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Figure 9:classification MCS/HR using other structures 
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II Critical evaluation of the contingency theory 

 

Most critics of the empirical approach of the contingency theory are the following : 

• The  findings are more descriptive than normative or analytical : They do 

not answer following questions : Are the described MCS effective ? Why ? 

―Despite a reasonable number of published case studies in the field over 

the past decade,there has not been a corresponding advance in our degree 

of understanding and theorizing about the results.‖ Management control 

and performance management:whence and whither David Otley 

• Soma fields of the question are not exploited by the theory such as 

cognitive science ,sociology and psychology 

• Investigations are limited because of the lack of data about MCS in firms 

which are reluctant to communicate about them. (Banker,  Potter,  & 

Schroeder 1993; Brownell, 1982; Chenhall, 1986) 

• There are few studies that have  considered  the  role  of  MCS  within  

team based structures. (Chenhall, 1986) 

• Some  argue  that links between MCS, context and performance can be 

tenuous as they involve many factors concerning the quality of managing 

the production processes (Birnberg et al, 1983; Kren & Liao, 1988). 
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Four case studies and some testimonies 
 

      In order to make the previous theoritical results more conrete, 14 MCS of diverse 

organizations (firm from various sectors, school systems,alternative communities…) have 

been confronted with the six-variables frame of the contingency theory. The used control 

classification was the same as presented in the chapter « Definition of control,structure and 

strategy »,that is to say  the temporal distinction  (feedforward, concurrent, feedback) and the 

strategic distinction ( bureaucratic or clan). The four most relevant cases are here described as 

well as the main results of this study. Further information about the other case studies  and 

results are in the power point document compared MCS  and in the excel document some 

ideas about control management 

 

 

I Four case studies: 

 

a) Gore Tex 

 Country: US 

 Industry: IT consulting  

 Job: computer engineer, medium and high qualified  

 Type of control:  

o significant clan control: work in small teams with a strong corporate 

identity, salaries depend on the benefits of the firm 

o flexible feedback control: Consultation with other associates before 

undertaking actions is required only if that could impact the reputation of 

the company 

o no bureaucratic control:  

There is no hierarchy : ― team-based, flat lattice organization that fosters 

personal initiative, no traditional organizational charts, no chains of 

command, nor predetermined channels of communication‖ 

 The only rules in the firm are: Fairness to each other and everyone with 

whom we come in contact, freedom to encourage, help, and allow other 

associates to grow in knowledge, skill, and scope of  responsibility, the 

ability to make one's own  

 Performance and attractivity of the firm:Increasing growth over the past few 

years  
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 Source: http://www.gore.com/en_xx/aboutus/culture/index.html  

 

b) The familistere of Godin 

 Country: France 

 Industry and description of the management concept : stove factory. In the 

mid-nineteenth century, the industrial entrepreneur, Jean-Baptiste-André Godin, 

put into practice the first large-scale experiment in social utopia inspired by the 

ideas of Fourier and Saint-Simon.  

 Job: unqualified or low qualified workers  

 Type of control:   

o The dream of abolishing bureaucratic control: 

 free schedule 

 no wages 

 no punishments or rewards… 

o Huge clan control  

The motivation of the employees was supposed to be only social 

cooperation.  That is why the only kind of control was permanent social 

moniroting. 

Example of the accomodation configuration: every worker can see (and 

watch) the other workers. (see ppt document)  

 Performance of the firm:  The factory was in activity until 1968. 

 Source: http://www.familistere.com/  

 

c) Mac donald 

 Country: everywhere  

 Industry: fast food industry  

 Job:  low or unqualified worker, a large majority are part-time workers, roughly 

three-quarters and are low-paid, the turnover is very important  

 Type of control:  

o Bureaucratic and concurrent control:  

 strong hierarchy (crew members=>swing manager=>assistant 

manager=> one restaurant manager) 

 fixed schedule and objectives  

 continuous and highly structured training compulsory to be 

promoted ( does not exist in China) 
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 use of video surveillance when it is legal  

 Permanent control by the team manager who checks if some gold 

rules are respected: „keep the smile up―,be on time,be clean, follow 

Standard Operationnal Procedures… 

o Feedback control  

 by customers through the „tips box― 

 By the „McDonald’s Employee of The Year‖ award. 

 

 Performance and attractivity of the firm:  

o leader in fast food restaurant 

o Significant turn-over  

 Source: 

o http://www.rewardsmagazine.co.uk/public/showPage.html?page=rewards_

display_news&tempPageId=460590 

o http://jpkc.szpt.edu.cn/english/article/Human%20Resource%20Manageme

nt.htm  

 

d) Peugeot 

 Country: France  

 Industry: car industry  

 Job: every worker , every qualification  

 Type of organization: team working  

 Type of control:  

o Bureaucratic control:  

• Workers are paid partly according to their performance  

• Complex system of rewards and punishments  

• Fixed schedule  

o Growing clan control which tends to reimplace the bureaucratic control: 

• clocking in has been cancelled for 20 years  ( because there was too 

much fraud. Workers had some breaks while a friend was clocking in 

for them).Every worker has approximately the same schedule (35 

hours a week) and the factory is closed out of this official period of 

time. Workers who want to stay longer have to be registered by a night 

watchman. 

• no phone or internet surveillance  
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• an increasing power of the control power of the team leader. 

• a huge pression by the other members of the team because the 

absence or the mistake  of only one worker paralyses the whole 

production of the team  

 Source: www.peugeot.com  

 

 

II The confrontation of  eleven case studies with the contingency theory 

 

a) Method 

Each variable was affected with a a value of 1,2,3 asccording to its intensity : 

 

FEEDFORWARD C 1=LOW...3=HIGH 

FEEDBACK C 1=LOW...3=HIGH 

CLAN C 1=LOW...3=HIGH 

TECHNOLOGY 1=SIMPLE...3=COMPLEX 

EXTERNAL ENVIRONEMENT 1=UNCERTAIN...3=HOSTILE 

STRUCTURE 1=SIMPLE...3=BUREAUCRATIC 

STRATEGY 
1= CONSERVATISM... 
3=DIFFERENTIATION 

CONCURRENT C 1=LOW...3=HIGH 

BUREAUCRATIC C 1=LOW...3=HIGH 

Figure 10: method of quantitative analysis of case studies 

 

b) Some relevant results (see excel document some ideas about MCS) 

 

     Most results confirm  previous contingency-based findings.  A  new element could be the 

introduction of the temporal classification feedforward/concurrent/feeback. There is 

especially an interesting correlation between the implementation of feedforward control  

systems and the complexity of the task ( technology). The following graph suggests this 

correlation: A possible explanation could be that if the task is too complicated, concurrent 

control reveals impossible so the only way to be sure that the agent will do the task correctly 

is to implement a selective hiring process. 
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Figure 11: impact of technologies on the use of feedback controls in eleven study cases.  

 

 

 

 
III Some worker testimonies about their job satisfaction and MCS 

See excel document ―testimonies about MCS‖  and paper pdf ―temoignage ouvrier‖ 
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Conlusion 

 
• Various investgations have been run about the relationship between MCS and Human 

Resources 

• Most of them are based on the contingency theory, that is to say they empirically try to 

identify the variables which influence  MCS. Their studies are essentially descriptive 

and its relevancy is put into question in some papers 

• Several aspects of the topic seem to be underexploited such as the cognitive dimension 

or  the question of performance and job satsfaction 
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• Encouraging strategic behaviour while maintaining management control: Multi-

functional project teams, budgets, and the negotiation of shared accountabilities in 

contemporary enterprises  Natalie Frow
a, 

, David Marginson
b, , 

and Stuart Ogden
a, 

: 

Findings indicate that, while elements of the formal control structure, in particular 

budgetary controls, remain wedded to notions of cybernetics, individual-level 

accountability and management-by-exception, managers in attempts to pursue their 

strategic forcing roles become involved in interdependencies and team working which 

blur line responsibilities and accountabilities. 

 

• Impact of enterprise resource planning systems on management control systems and firm 

performance juha-Pekka Kallunki
a, 1, 

, Erkki K. Laitinen
b, 2, 

and Hanna Silvola
c, , 

: Overall, 

our findings demonstrate that formal types of management control systems act as 

intervening variables mediating the positive lagged effect between enterprise systems 

adoption and non-financial performance. Informal types of management control systems, 

however, do not show similar mediating effects. 

 

• *On the limits to management control  John Skå :The traditional tools of management 

control are geared to the requirements of simple and well understood situations. Hence the 

tools may be insufficient and unproductive in complex situations. 

 

 

• * Le lien contrôle-confianceperformance dans les relations de partenariat logistique inter 

firmes Franck BRULHART Université d’Aix-Marseille 2 Christophe FAVOREU Groupe 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6WMY-4N3GNXC-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=12/31/2007&_alid=1445024101&_rdoc=2&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6947&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=832930&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=5100dbd17d0882914e9b6fd6a3054913&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6WMY-4N3GNXC-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=12/31/2007&_alid=1445024101&_rdoc=2&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6947&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=832930&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=5100dbd17d0882914e9b6fd6a3054913&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6WMY-4N3GNXC-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=12/31/2007&_alid=1445024101&_rdoc=2&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6947&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=832930&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=5100dbd17d0882914e9b6fd6a3054913&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6WMY-4N3GNXC-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=12/31/2007&_alid=1445024101&_rdoc=2&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6947&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=832930&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=5100dbd17d0882914e9b6fd6a3054913&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6WMY-4N3GNXC-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=12/31/2007&_alid=1445024101&_rdoc=2&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6947&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=832930&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=5100dbd17d0882914e9b6fd6a3054913&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6V9T-43GGYV2-5&_user=818306&_coverDate=08/31/2001&_alid=1445024101&_rdoc=4&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=5907&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=832930&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=701ee5427f201d0c3a1c094c928a6e49&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6WMY-4GWC0X7-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=09/30/2005&_alid=1445024101&_rdoc=17&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6947&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=832930&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=58eb0c7f9518382d37d6ffc71ab5e892&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6WMY-4GWC0X7-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=09/30/2005&_alid=1445024101&_rdoc=17&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6947&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=832930&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=58eb0c7f9518382d37d6ffc71ab5e892&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6WMY-4GWC0X7-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=09/30/2005&_alid=1445024101&_rdoc=17&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6947&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=832930&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=58eb0c7f9518382d37d6ffc71ab5e892&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6W6B-4YR37MR-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=03/29/2010&_alid=1445025373&_rdoc=4&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6594&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=321925&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=532069459572d3bfe3f354cd8c652c19&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6W6B-4YR37MR-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=03/29/2010&_alid=1445025373&_rdoc=4&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6594&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=321925&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=532069459572d3bfe3f354cd8c652c19&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6W6B-4YR37MR-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=03/29/2010&_alid=1445025373&_rdoc=4&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6594&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=321925&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=532069459572d3bfe3f354cd8c652c19&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6W6B-4YR37MR-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=03/29/2010&_alid=1445025373&_rdoc=4&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6594&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=321925&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=532069459572d3bfe3f354cd8c652c19&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6W6B-4YR37MR-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=03/29/2010&_alid=1445025373&_rdoc=4&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6594&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=321925&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=532069459572d3bfe3f354cd8c652c19&searchtype=a
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• * Le rôle de la confiance dans la performance collective Conférence donnée par Jean-

Yves PRAX pour l'ouverture du KMForum en oct 2001 Extraits du livre « Le Manuel du 

Knowledge Management – une approche de 2
ème

 génération » Dunod avril 2003 (cf slide) 

 

• Management–performance relationships in UK joint ventures  Keith W. Glaister
a, *

 and 

Peter J. Buckley
b
 :partners dominate or have responsibility for management control they 

view performance more favourably than partners that do not have dominant management 

control. 

 

• The Function of the Executive C.Bernard , 1938. 

 

• * The Motivation to Work, New York Herzberg, Frederick (1959) 

 

• * Trust: The Social Virtues and the Creation of Prosperity, Fukuyama 

 

• Control and Performance in International Joint Ventures in Turkey  N. Nisan Selekler-

Gökşen
a
 and S. Hande Uysal-Tezölmez

a
:. while strategic and operational control may 

affect certain financial returns, they do not lead to a difference in terms of goal 

achievement performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6VGK-3V72PG9-9&_user=818306&_coverDate=06/30/1998&_alid=1445025373&_rdoc=11&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6041&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=321925&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=466c2f6ffd7128903e97030e2f798b26&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6VGK-3V72PG9-9&_user=818306&_coverDate=06/30/1998&_alid=1445025373&_rdoc=11&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6041&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=321925&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=466c2f6ffd7128903e97030e2f798b26&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6VGK-3V72PG9-9&_user=818306&_coverDate=06/30/1998&_alid=1445025373&_rdoc=11&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=6041&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=321925&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=466c2f6ffd7128903e97030e2f798b26&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6V9T-4PP1YTC-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=10/31/2007&_alid=1445025373&_rdoc=54&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=5907&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=321925&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=feeb310fc9cceb42eb55cf4d29784ebe&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.hec.fr/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6V9T-4PP1YTC-1&_user=818306&_coverDate=10/31/2007&_alid=1445025373&_rdoc=54&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_zone=rslt_list_item&_cdi=5907&_sort=r&_st=13&_docanchor=&view=c&_ct=321925&_acct=C000044340&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=818306&md5=feeb310fc9cceb42eb55cf4d29784ebe&searchtype=a
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